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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The greatest alternative for a satisfying functional outcome is a firm anatomical reduction, particularly of the weight-bearing dome. The fracture management outcome analysis contains the majority of information on the epidemiological characteristics of acetabular fractures.

Aim: This study aimed to assess the acetabular fractures and their injury patterns.

Methodology: Patients with acetabular injuries (n=70) were hospitalised and collected prospectively. The collected information was based on patients’ ages, gender, fracture site, and surgical patterns with its complications. A cross-sectional study. This study was conducted at Sheikh Khalifa Medical City Ajman, United Arab Emirates from April 2020 to April 2021.

Results: A total of seventy people were examined for this study. The left-side acetabulum was fractured in 40 individuals (57.14 %), while the right-side acetabulum was fractured in 30 patients (42.85 %). Car accidents accounted for n=39 (55.71 %), with motorcycle accidents accounting for n=22 (31.42 %) and falls accounting for n=9 (12.85 %). According to the Letournel classification, the utmost common fracture pattern was an anterior column with posterior Hemi transverse n=25 (35.71 %), charted by posterior wall fractures n=16 (22.85 %), and transverse type n=14 (20 %). The most prevalent fracture was the distal end, which accounted for n=8 (11.42 %), followed by pelvic injuries, which accounted for n=6 (8.5 %).

Conclusion: This study concluded that the left side of the body was shown to be more affected. The posterior Hemi transverse was the most prevalent injury pattern. The most pervasive surgical consequences were injuries to the sciatic nerve. The fracture of the distal end of the radius was the most pervasive related injury.
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INTRODUCTION

Acetabular fractures are complicated fractures that necessitate a high level of competence, particularly surgical intervention. The greatest alternative for a satisfying functional outcome is a firm anatomical reduction, particularly of the weight-bearing dome.¹ High-energy trauma-induced Acetabular fractures occur in three people out of every 100,000.² A fall is the most common mechanism of injury in older patients (>60 years), although it is mainly secondary to a traffic accident in younger patients.³ The occurrence of acetabular fractures differs by the nation due to local and global demographic variables, cultural variances, and vocational preferences, potentially altering exposure to higher energy trauma and trauma mechanisms.⁴

The fracture management outcome analysis contains the majority of information on the epidemiological characteristics of acetabular fractures. They indicate demographic differences as well as evolving patterns in the presentation of acetabular fractures. Letournel⁵ and Matta’s⁶ famous series provide significant data on the prevalence of several forms of acetabular fractures.⁷
For orthopaedic surgeons, acetabulum fractures have always been a difficulty. The treatment of an acetabular fracture demands a good understanding of the three-dimensional architecture of the innominate bone. The difficulty was exacerbated by the lack of a thorough and widely accepted acetabular fracture classification, and fracture evaluation was further hampered by the fact that radiographic imaging was confined to a single anteroposterior pelvic view.

A standard radiograph of the pelvis in the anteroposterior (AP) view is enough to detect a hip dislocation. Anteroposterior (AP) and oblique (Judet) views are the best ways to assess acetabular fractures, although they are more accurately delineated and categorized for pre-operative planning. By using a CT scan of the pelvic, both a 2Dimensional and 3Dimensional CT scan can help diagnose an acetabular fracture. There is currently no national data on these fractures.

The purpose of this study was to observe the cause and injury patterns of acetabular fractures in a tertiary care hospital.

**METHODOLOGY**

In this cross-sectional study, data was gathered from our hospital. Permission was taken from the ethical review committee of the institute. Data were obtained prospectively from patients (n=70) hospitalised for acetabular injuries between April 2020 to April 2021. In this study, we included all adult patients who had acetabular fractures. A thorough history and general examination were conducted to rule out any medical issues. Pelvis X-rays, AP view, and CT scan was performed with 3D reconstruction. Two blinded observers confirmed the Letournel classifications. This classification method was employed during the study period to detect injury patterns. We looked over patients’ medical records, age, gender, fracture side affected, injury mechanism, fracture patterns, and related injuries. For the data entry and analysis, SPSS version 21 was used. The records were stated as frequency and percentages, means and standard deviations, and percentages.

**RESULTS**

In this study n=62 (88.5%) were male, and only n=8 (11.42%) were female (As shown in Table 1). The population studied had a mean age of 32.41 years, ranging from 18 to 65 years. Car accidents were the most common cause of acetabular fractures, accounting for n=39 (55.71 %), followed by motorcycle accidents n=22 (31.42 %) and falls n=9 (12.85 %). The average hospital stay before surgery was 9.5 days, and the average hospital stay after surgery was 10.54 days. The left side of the acetabulum was more usually impacted by a fracture, with n=40 (57.14 %) of the patients having a fracture on the left side and n=30 (42.85 %) having a fracture on the right side. (As shown in Table 1). In this study, ten (14.28 %) patients had sciatic nerve lesions, 15 (21.42 %) patients had infections, and eight (11.42 %) patients had pulmonary thromboembolism. According to the Letournel classification, the most common fracture pattern was an anterior column with posterior Hemi transverse n=25 (35.71%), followed by posterior wall fractures n=16 (22.85%) and transverse type n=14 (20%) (As shown in Figure 1). The most prevalent related injury was a fracture of the distal end of the radius, which accounted for n=8 (11.42 %), followed by pelvic injuries, which accounted for n=6 (8.5 %)

**DISCUSSION**

The current study observed the epidemiology of acetabular fractures and their injury patterns. According to this study, road traffic accident is the major cause of acetabular fractures. The mean age was32.4±12.8 years, comparable to the Indian research. In a study done in Lahore, Pakistan, Naedem et al. reported that the average age of the patients was 31 years, which was similar to our study.
In our study, the majority of individuals who had an acetabulum fracture were male. This backs up previous research, which indicated a higher frequency of the disease in males. In our study, the male to female ratio was 8.3, similar to other regional studies. Nonetheless, this ratio was not consistent with the research conducted in the industrialised world. Due to cultural differences, women are likely to be less exposed to outdoor activities, including two-wheeler motorcycle riding. Another study performed in Pakistan reported that RTA was the most common mode of injury in nearly ninety percent of the cases, remaining patients suffering from a fall from height.

Furthermore, the results of our study demonstrated that the left side of the acetabulum was more usually impacted by a fracture, with n=40 (57.14%) of the patients having a fracture on the left side and n=30 (42.85%) having a fracture on the right side. It was impossible to pinpoint a reason for the prevalence of left-sided fractures, but given that both sides could be injured, we believe this difference is insignificant.

A study performed in Qatar reported similar findings. This study concluded that the acetabular fracture rate was 2.100,000 per year. Males accounted for 93.2 percent of the total. At the time of injury, the average age was 36 years, and motor vehicle crashes were the most prevalent cause of injury, occurring in nearly half of the patients. Primary acetabular fractures accounted for 73.6 percent of injuries, whereas related fractures accounted for 26.4 percent. The most prevalent pattern was posterior wall fractures (25.2 percent). In 21.3 percent of patients, there was an associated posterior hip dislocation. The incidence of post-traumatic sciatic nerve palsy (7%), which was present at the time of injury, was shown to be lower. There were no incidences of death recorded.

According to our findings, the most prevalent form of fracture was AN anterior column with a posterior Hemi transverse pattern. Atif et al. cover the mechanism of injury, evaluation ideas, and concomitant injuries in acetabular fractures. They also discuss decision-making and preoperative planning and non-operative therapy considerations.

As can be seen from the rising incidence over time, high-energy impacts are increasingly causing traffic accidents. Vehicle accidents were found to be the cause of the greater rate of acetabular fractures, precisely as Kumar found in their research. Our study examination observed that sciatic nerve lesions, infections, and pulmonary thromboembolism were most common.

An epidemiological study with a high sample size is required to draw meaningful results and conduct further research. Countries that maintain a close eye on their patient referral system and refer troublesome fractures to regional apex trauma centres for better care may be able to contribute more to epidemiological research by anticipating national demographic heterogeneity in fracture presentation.

The current study has certain limitations. It was a single-centred study. The sample size was small. We did not assess the outcomes of the patients.

**CONCLUSION**

This study concluded that males had a higher percentage of acetabular fractures, and the left side was more afflicted. Car accidents caused the majority of these fractures. It was impossible to find a link between higher accident rates and various months of the year. The Hemi transverse was the most prevalent injury pattern. The most prevalent surgical consequences were injuries to the sciatic nerve. The fracture of the distal end of the radius was the most prevalent related injury.
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